Henry Ford insisted that his development of mass production owed nothing to Taylorism. But Ford and Taylor can only be understood as part of a wider revolution in American management that prioritized efficiency, experimentation and flow. Following Foucault, Henry Ford represented the rationalizing capability of 'sovereign power'. Ford's radical innovations in production techniques depended upon parallel innovations in administration and accounting. The development of the moving assembly line in Highland Park depended upon an assemblage of organizational innovations, not just the practical experiments of Ford engineers. In 1921 Ford's complex knowledge base was brutally dismantled in Ford's giant new River Rouge plant. Incremental productivity gains were now squeezed from the line by supervisory pressure. The Ford experience suggests the interweaving of 'sovereign' and 'disciplinary' forms of power/knowledge.
Introduction
The American managerial revolution of the late nineteenth century was a turning point in the way that organizations are imagined, and the ways that people work and manage. Fordism and mass production were inconceivable without the American managerial revolution, of which F. W. Taylor was a part. We begin by tracing the American managerial revolution, the social processes that provided the languages and techniques necessary for F. W. Taylor's scientific management and Henry Ford's radical innovations in production organization. Section two reviews the rise of rational accounting and administrative systems. We focus on Ford Motor Company and the innovative administrative systems that were essential to the rise of the moving assembly line. The third section considers Ford's development of the moving assembly line. Specifically, we chart Ford's use of experimentation in the application of a sense of flow, a cultural principle that derived from the American management revolution. Finally, we turn to Ford's rejection of sophisticated administration, a turn away from disciplinary power. The moving assembly line was not the result of the genius, however flawed, of Henry Ford, nor a technological application of Taylorism. Rather, the managerial revolution produced ways of thinking about production, and processes of assessing efficiency that were critical to the Highland Park experience. In practice, systems of governmentality are organizationally specific, experimental and reversible. The Ford experience suggests that 'sovereign' power is not necessarily archaic. Further, that 'disciplinary' forms of power and knowledge do not emerge fully formed and do not necessarily wholly displace 'sovereign' power.
Rethinking the Managerial Revolution
The organizing principles of the American managerial revolution were established in the last two decades of the nineteenth century by engineers. Part of the professionalization project of American engineers was their search for a distinctive discourse that identified and consolidated their particular expertise. Through the trade press, standardization, efficiency, system and planning became the key terms of this professional agenda. This marked an epistemological break that established new objects of knowledge and defined new practices. This was not reducible to a drive for control or a neutral search for efficiency. This was an untidy process that that criss-crossed between the aspirational and the practical, engineering and administration. Initially, this debate centred on how best to exploit the potential of new machine tool technologies and materials. Higher machine speeds did not necessarily entail a loss of precision, quality or flexibility. However, the uneven spread of highspeed lathes created unexpected bottlenecks in the factories as new technologies jarred against established, slower techniques and organizational forms. Introducing these new technologies was not only a narrow technical matter but required engineers to rethink the nature of factory organization.
Over the next two decades the focus expanded from specific machines to the factory in general. This first wave of organizational knowledge triggered three processes that constructed institutions, social networks and 'systematic' management thinking that produced Taylorism in the first two decades of the twentieth century. The legitimacy of engineering technocrats turned on their success in defining their expertise as necessary to any production innovation whether technical or social. First, these new factory experts and their techniques gained legitimacy through their pragmatic successes in maximizing productivity gains from new engineering technologies. Second, debates about the principles of management and measurement established key terms of efficiency, planning and system as the special preserve of this nascent profession. Third, it established a community of expertise prepared to apply engineering principles to organizing, a rationality defined inside and by the factory but no longer confined to production. The legitimacy of engineering technocrats and their move to centre stage in debates about social organization turned on their success in defining 'system' and 'efficiency' as malleable, neutral terms, comprehensible and, perhaps, acceptable to both capital and labour. The term 'system' was used to traverse the distinctive domains of differing forms of engineering expertise. A generic language that represented technical problems through points of correspondence allowed a debate that turned naturally to alternative practices and how to measure their relative impact. There was, then, a standardization of engineering language that paralleled the standardization of engineering compounds and components (Thompson 1954) .
In this sense, 'system' and 'efficiency' became performative concepts, abstract terms that produced and were assessed in terms of practices and outcomes (Carter, Clegg and Kornerger 2010; Kornberger and Carter 2010; McKenzie 2006; McKinlay 2010) . In 1912 the majority report of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers ' (1912: 1137) study of 'the present state of the art of industrial management' concluded that the most important change was:
in the mental attitude toward the problems of production. The tendency is toward an attitude of questioning, of research, of careful investigation of everything affecting the problems in hand, of seeking for exact knowledge and then shaping action on the discovered facts.
For new professions, not just in engineering, the dominant language was neither organic nor simply mechanical. Rather the central metaphor imagined institutions and society as an increasingly complex social technology, images in which bureaucracy and machine merged (Wiebe 1967) . The Taylorite stopwatch was symptomatic -but not the cause -of this process of transforming 'efficiency' from abstract knowledge to practical intervention. Engineers opened up possibilities for analysing organizational problems in terms of system and efficiency (Shenhav 1999) . Crucially, engineering debates established a set of generic conventions that stated problems, allowed for comparison and criticism, and evaluated outcomes, rational quasi-experimental procedures that were translated between quite different domains with relative ease (Jenks 1960 ). It was not that social problems were reduced to technical issues so much as they could be analysed using analogous terms. An expansive engineering rationality was projected from the task to the factory, and to society. Systems are necessarily improvable, but can never be made perfect, a rationale that invested this social movement with a restless moral purpose whose avowed neutrality gave it even greater traction. As Haber (1964: 52) states, in the decade before 1915:
an efficiency craze hit America. It hit like a flash flood, at first covering almost the entire landscape but soon collecting in various places to be absorbed slowly and to enrich the immediate surroundings. At its height the efficiency craze exhibited many forms. Efficiency appeared as a refurbishment of the commonplace exhortations to virtue and duty, as a means for the transference of personal morality to society, and as a means for the control of society without specific reference to morality. … Church leaders, educators, home economists, a bewildering variety of people found uses for it. If Taylor's ideas and their impact can only be understood as part of a professionalizing debate among engineers, then 'Taylorism' is best regarded as part of an 'efficiency' movement in which engineering quickly became just one, albeit vital, part. Machine technology was the guiding metaphor of the efficiency craze, an image redolent of a sense that personal competence entailed subordination to an engineered hierarchy under professional leadership (Tichi 1987) . Taylorism was not simply a technical solution specific to work organization but was a cultural innovation (Aitken 1960) . The machine metaphor was enormously broad, and deeply ambiguous, at once conveying a dehumanizing logic while also suggesting a bountiful meritocracy.
The governmentalist approach to the managerial revolution challenges Chandler's (1962) famous dictum that structure follows strategy. Rather the reverse: structural change underlies the emergence of business strategy as an identifiable function inside the managerial bureaucracy. Nor is this inversion a process that can be understood without reference to social and cultural processes outside the corporation. Equally, 'strategy' becomes a post hoc rationalization -not the prime mover -of organizational change. Far from being triggered by strategic choice, it was the growth in technical, administrative and, above all, supervisory grades -all with their own specific discourses -that underpinned the emergence of the managerial corporation (Lefebvre 2003) . This transition entailed a radical redefinition of the employment relationship. Until the last two decades of the nineteenth century even large-scale manufacturing had been organized around internal contracting. By using internal contracting the firm managed the workplace through a series of labour contracts, minimizing its operational role and long-term responsibility for labour retention, skills development and so on. Factory rationalization was impossible without a clear chain of command and full managerial control over the workforce (Litterer 1961 (Litterer , 1963 . As internal contracting gave way to staff supervisors responsible for operational coordination and control, so the enterprise constructed a new notion of 'the employee', as a permanent resource to be managed directly rather than recruited through intermediate contractors. Increasingly, labour was contracted by time rather than task, a transition that invited closer scrutiny of productivity and triggered a wave of innovation in productivity bonus systems. Over time, 'the employee' was a category that implied a longterm relationship to be understood and monitored and that could no longer be managed directly through personal supervision or the idealized intimacy of paternalism (Jacques 1999) . Notions of manufacturing flows and productivity prioritized technical efficiency over workshop custom. Inside contracting left the choice of technique, task sequencing and pace in the hands of skilled artisans and simply left questions of work organization unasked. Hiring an employee for a given hourly rate for a specified period defined all these critical issues as the prerogative, indeed the responsibility, of management, not craft labour. The discourse of 'management' both presupposed and produced 'the employee': each was literally unthinkable without the other. By the 1930s scientific management and standard costing had developed as two sides of the same coin, a convergence in which Taylorism had played a central role in the professionalization projects of several occupations. The new systems approach to management and organization necessarily triggered an insatiable demand for information gathering, categorizing and analysis: standardized forms displaced oral communication as the means of capturing even the most complex issues (Yates 2000) . Taylorism and standard costing were not, then, techniques created in response to 'strategy'. Rather, systematic management and standard costing produced 'strategy'.
The diffusion of Taylorism and standard costing across quite different institutional domains can be easily demonstrated. The zeal for efficiency crossed from industry to services, to public administration and the academy, a process consecrated by Taylorist techniques becoming the hallmark of the emerging state efficiency experts inside the federal government (Kanigel 1997; Lee 2006; Mentzer 2010; Oakes and Miranti 1996) . There were clear echoes of the important, expansive role that systematic management -and then Taylorism -had played in the rise of engineering as the defining voice of late nineteenth-century American manufacturing management. Although scientific management divided opinion among American engineers, Taylor was the point of departure for all debate about efficiency and production rationalization (Calvert 1967) .
Taylorism and standard costing were vital parts of the collective mobility projects of a variety of engineers and corporate and state bureaucrats. Taylorism was not a technique deployed as a corporate strategy designed to maximize control over restive mass production workplaces. Rather, Taylorism was part of a much wider social and cultural movement that cannot be reduced to -or simply read from -the strategies of corporate executives ). Giedion's brilliant, eccentric book, Mechanization Takes Command: A Contribution to Anonymous History, notes not just how Taylor studied the human body 'to discover how far it can be transformed into a mechanism' (Giedion 1948: 98) but also the strange parallels between Taylor and Freud (Giedion 1948 : 100):
That F. W. Taylor was born in the same year as Freud, 1856, is of course coincidental. But a common trait of the scientific and artistic groups around the turn of the century was to employ an unprecedented sharpness of analysis in revealing the inside of processes.
Accounting and information systems
One of the major criticisms of Foucault is that he relies on striking images to illustrate how ways of thinking and exercising power shift over the long run. Although he mentions that hybrid forms of power/knowledge are common enough, he provides little guidance for those wishing to trace, for instance, the rise of disciplinary power. Certainly, Foucault points to ways that the advice offered to the powerful changes. Foucault (1977: 139) also suggests that to understand the rise of disciplinary institutions from the seventeenth century onwards, we should search for techniques -'often minute' -that categorized, monitored and controlled 'docile bodies':
Small acts of cunning endowed with a great power of diffusion, subtle arrangements, apparently innocent, but profoundly suspicious, mechanisms that obeyed economies too shameful to be acknowledged, or pursued petty forms of coercion. … They are the acts of cunning, not so much of the greater reason that works in its very sleep and gives meaning to the insignificant, as of the attentive "malevolence" that turns everything to account. Discipline is the political anatomy of detail.
Henry Ford produced a hugely complex and controversial public image. His personal disdain for accountancy, for systems and planning marked him out from his corporate peers. Where Alfred Sloan -and General Motors -was the architect of modern managerial bureaucracy, Henry Ford stood out against planning, corporate hierarchy and, indeed, organization (Kuhn 1986 ). But while this contrast was real enough it goes too far. In the period 1908 to 1920 Ford developed and used innovative information systems that enabled, paralleled and, to some extent, informed the development of mass production. The accounting and administrative systems that Ford staff created were significant innovations in their own right. If we concentrate only on accounting outcomes we can easily forget the role of these systems in making production systems imaginable, governable and operationally possible. Accounting did not come after the assembly line but was essential to its making (Wilson and McKinlay 2010) .
For modern operations research, stability is as important as the absolute level of demand in enabling mass production. Only predictable, high demand justifies the inflexibility associated with mass production. Ford confronted highly seasonal automobile demand. Peak demand for the Model T was almost twice that of low periods. Yet Ford synchronized production and demand. This was only possible if there was a short lead time between sales information and production scheduling. From 1911 sales information was weekly, and by 1920 daily from dealers and branch plants (O'Brien 1997; Selzer 1928 ). Ford did not wait for demand to peak and stabilize before beginning mass production. Seasonal fluctuations were compounded by large variations in monthly output. The extent of short-term variability has been obscured by previous commentators' reliance on aggregated annual data. Ford developed mass production in a highly unfavourable environment. Automobiles sold, hours worked, staff employed and inventory all varied consistently and testify to Ford's flexibility. The construction of reliable, increasingly real-time information flows linking sales to factory organization was critical to flexibility. Accounting information was not a bureaucratic shadow to the series of innovations that -together -made mass production. Rather, information flows about demand, parts, labour and costs were necessary to the production of mass production (Chandler 1977; Jardim 1970; Nevins and Hill 1954) .
The mass production of automobiles was paralleled and prompted by the mass production of information. Standardized forms were also vital communication tools in a factory that was becoming increasingly interdependent and so more vulnerable to disruption through materials bottlenecks or any deviation from task norms (Meyer 1981) . Misunderstanding was minimized by a body of forms that reduced the need for oral communication. The scale of this issue should not be underestimated: some 5000 of the 13,000 staff employed on 12 January 1912 could not 'speak, read or understand the English language' (Anon. 1915: 407) . A multinational workforce required multilingual forms: initially, the most widely used documents were produced in up to eight languages (Arnold and Faurote 1915) . Equally, while the effectiveness of this administrative system depended on its simplicity, it had also to be comprehensive and subject to real-time, centralized scrutiny: 'Every transaction of the plant requires a written order' (Abell 1914a (Abell : 1456 . Materials and subassemblies were routed, chased and inspected through the production process: the movement of each part was reported by up to 11 forms, including one that was composed of seven duplicates, each in a separate colour. As Ford reduced the range of individual worker activities, which itself simplified communication, so it also reduced the variety of information through standardized formats. Within a few years the communicative importance of this procedural device had been all but eliminated, both by the growth of serviceable English and the use of standardized racks and tools for all tasks.
The construction of standardized information was not restricted to accounting data but extended to labour. The construction of a job grading system preceded -and was an important prerequisite to -the moving assembly line. In 1912 Ford introduced grading throughout the factory to stabilize wage levels that had been subject to enormous supervisory discretion. Foremen were no longer able to hire and fire workers. Job grading -combined with the elimination of supervisory discretion -provided the platform for an internal labour market that combined central oversight and operational responsiveness. High rates of absenteeism and labour turnover were endemic (Meyer 1981) . Standardizing wage rates for types of tasks reduced the possibility of worker resistance to temporary transfers. On the line, supervisors' rule of thumb was that six men had to have had the training necessary to make them capable substitutes on any given task. 1 This centralization and job grading was fundamental to Ford's capacity to manage labour fluctuations. In 1912 the Employment Office was able to process 542 new or returning recruits per day.
2 By late 1913, Ford had 16 categories of labour, graded by technical competence and ability (Steeves 1987) . Given the huge ebbs and flows of labour into the Ford plants, the company required a labour grading and accounting system that was responsive, robust, detailed and capable of allocating costs to specific tasks over the course of a single day. Ford's objective was to reduce the problem of hiring and deploying new labour to a form of materials scheduling. In turn, this required a centralized and continuous archive of all the operatives who had ever worked in the plant. This was a cumulative record that allowed returning employees to be allocated effectively and legitimately. All of this was based on four major and interdependent bureaucracies that kept records for different lengths of time: from the foreman's daily logs to the life-long employee records (Abell 1914b ).
Short-term employment levels varied enormously. The capacity to hire, deploy and cost labour quickly was important to Ford's ability to respond to sales fluctuations. In turn, shop floor supervision also had to be flexible: foremen were routinely promoted and demoted as production fluctuated. Supervisory spans of control were also adjusted. Supervision became more intense during moments when there was a significant change in design or a new layout for a department was being introduced. Conversely, supervisors were responsible for larger numbers of workers during periods of peak production. Where before 1912, supervisors dismissed workers for insubordination or lagging behind the pace of production, from 1913 foremen were now primarily responsible for reducing labour and total costs of their section of the line (Steeves 1987) . One contemporary account (Chalmers 1932: 117) states:
The pressure upon the foreman to keep wages down as far as possible is applied to the superintendent and foremen when they are confronted periodically with cost data showing whether cost per unit of output is increasing or decreasing in their jurisdictions and the wage rates, of course, are reflected here.
Standardized accounting rendered this process calculable and visible from the centre (Miller and O'Leary 1987) . Labour costs and supervisory performance could now be monitored and compared consistently between different parts of the factory and over time. The capacity to allocate costs to specific operations and cars as they progressed remained fundamental to Ford:
The Time Office reaches, in a networked fashion, every part of the plant, keeping an accurate account of each individual's time among the thousands employed. This division is operated with such close precision that at a moment's notice such information can be had as to how many men are present on a certain day, how many on sick leaves, how many hours any department is charged with for all operations. 3 Management reporting systems were productive before, during and after the physical production process.
White-collar work was ubiquitous throughout the Ford plants, physically close to -almost interwoven with -the production process, supervisors and line workers. Between 1908 and 1912, the administrative overture to the assembly line, Ford hired more than 1200 clerks to maintain a 500-strong core of clerical workers that could be rapidly expanded or contracted (Zunz 1990 ). In addition, there were vast numbers of inspectors that worked with gauges as much as pencils; and stock chasers and stock men responsible for reconciling bureaucratic records with the physical production process (Hooker 1997) . This was the administrative framework of Ford's 'perpetual inventory' system that ensured that the line was fed and that stock levels were no more than that necessary to ensure a 'continuous flow'. 4 These shop floor clerical tasks were physically and intellectually demanding and almost inevitably they were drawn into fractious negotiations about materials logistics. 5 In August 1917, for instance, inspectors numbered just under a quarter of the total number of assemblers in Highland Park; stock chasers and stock men numbered around 2000. 6 Before 1920 this type of work, straddling production and bureaucracy, was not defined as clerical but was, nonetheless, essential to factory accounting and production planning. The final administrative innovation was the integration of payroll, time-keeping and cost department, a process that was completed between 1915 and 1919. 7 The integration of these previously distinct functions made it possible to allocate costs to specific tasks and to compile production statistics expressed in dollar or physical values. In sum, between 1911 and 1919 Ford did not simply devise the physical structure of the assembly line but also the administrative systems that tied sales to production; and ensured that materials and labour were allocated 'just in time'. Imagining and refining the moving assembly line entailed, enabled and was dependent upon these administrative innovations. Again, organizational innovation was not the result of the making of mass production, nor even just a series of pragmatic adjustments that allowed it to happen. Rather, accounting systems were critical to the imagining of the assembly line.
The construction of standardized information was essential to the imagining and making of mass production. Perhaps Ford's most famous personnel innovation was the Sociological Department, which inspected, reported and decided which workers should be eligible for the $5 per day wage. Sociological investigation was not just part of an extensive Americanization project that reached across American society, nor just a managerial control strategy. Rather, the way that the Sociological Department operated can be read as an extension of the governmentalist logic that underpinned Ford's other production and administrative innovations. The $5-day was tied to a system of inspection and categorization. Every pay day was a corporate reflection on an individual's work and morality. Ford workers received their pay in two separate envelopes: one reflected the number of hours worked, skill and seniority; the other was payment for 'moral welfare': A man's pay consists of two parts, given in two separate envelopes -his wage and his profits. The wage is conditional on skill and length of service. The profits are shared on condition that a man measures up to a given moral and economic standard. 8 'Wages' were a reward for work; 'profits' were payment for achieving and maintaining a moral standard and work and beyond. Ford's sociological investigators were not selected for their expertise but for their character and sometimes, in the case of supervisors, to neutralize potential opponents. The investigators received little training. Little wonder, then, that their rapid, large-scale investigations proved extremely variable in their rigour (Meyer 1981) . The sociological investigations generated data that could analyse the workforce by age, gender, nationality, race, living conditions, family size, neighbourhoods, habits and savings. These data were mechanically stored and sorted and were capable of sophisticated descriptive statistical analysis. However, individuals' employment history was not tied to the sociological investigations. That is, there was no attempt to understand any link between, for instance, length of service and thrift or the rate of moral improvement. Although the Sociological Department produced detailed surveys, these were snapshots; there was no attempt to develop any time series or to refine their categories. Ford had several parallel information flows that could have been combined to analyse, in its own terms, what impact length of service had on moral improvement. Or, more specifically, what was the moral impact of different categories of individuals' exposure to the discipline of the assembly line. Ford's production system generated very fine-grained data on productivity that could have been linked to the characteristics of groups or individual line workers. Ford did not, however, develop such an integrated system looking for the relationships between personnel profiles, discipline, turnover and productivity. Administrative systems in Ford were developed for specific purposes and there was no sense in which these were synthesized to extend the logic of each data set beyond its immediate, practical purpose.
Making the line
Charles Sorensen, Henry Ford's right-hand man and the Highland Park production manager, denied that Taylorism had any influence on the development of the assembly line: 'No one at Ford -not Mr Ford, Couzens, Flanders, Wills, Pete Marin, nor I -was acquainted with the theories of the "father of scientific management," Frederick Taylor' (Sorensen 1962: 46) . It is, then, doubly futile to search for the individual who 'discovered' the assembly line: first, in that the assembly line was constructed by the interactions of several identifiable Ford staff and many anonymous contributors (Heizer 1998) ; second, that irrespective of disavowals of knowledge of Taylor's techniques, the experimental search for efficiency was the lingua franca of all American engineers. One of Ford's most loyal supervisors, Bill Klann, was typical in his combination of broad practical experience, physical toughness and willingness to set ever-higher production targets through personal demonstrations. The impetus for the assembly line was both specific and cultural. In the Ford foundry, conveyors were used to shifting heavy, bulky materials, a pragmatic technology not one central to a new production concept. Ford staff were also aware of the use of conveyors in other industrial settings, especially the Chicago stockyards:
They … killed pigs on conveyors at the Swift Company before Ford ever got them. I … went down to Chicago to the slaughterhouse myself. I came back and said, "If they can kill pigs and cows that way, we can build cars that way". All they lose is the scream. 9 Of course, Ford engineers were not the only visitors to the Chicago stockyards who noted the flow principles underlying the constant movement of the carcass. Max Weber, for example, noted that beneath the 'atmosphere of steam, muck, blood, and hides' one could 'follow a pig from the sty to the sausage and the can', a 'journey' of 'constant motion' 'past ever-new workers who eviscerate and skin it, etc., but are always tied to the machine that pulls the animals past them' (Weber 1975: 287; see also Diggins 1996; Radkau 2009; Rollmann 1993; Sukale 2002) .
There was no blueprint for the moving assembly line. The experience of installing the assembly line was cumulative. A short section of the line was visualized as a series of workstations, each marked with chalk on the empty factory floor; components would be placed on the floor and assembled in turn. 10 Then, pieces would be pulled through on a conveyor using a rope. Each workstation was timed and the space and tools required recorded. This was repeated many times, each time being more closely timed than before. Mistakes and miscalculations were on a small scale, but incremental gains combined to produce step changes in productivity that ratcheted up the demands made of adjacent production areas. Each task was then reviewed, with adjustments to the positioning of each component being worked. The aim was to ensure that each piece could be safely and smoothly assembled. Equally, tasks that initially relied upon physical strength or a particular physique were modified, sometimes with a variety of gauges, shims and levers: the 320-pound motor had to be lifted off of the conveyor. This was a three-man job, but in a short time we made a bar six feet long out of one and one-half inch heavy duty rope with a six to one leverage and made a hook so that it would grab between the cylinders the same as an ice hook, and then one ma [man] did the job. It was all very simple after we got all the kinks taken out. We monkeyed with that thing all kinds of ways before we got it to work on a moving line. 10 The objective was not just to reduce the manning requirements of a given task but to maximize the number of bodies that were physically capable of completing the task. Initially, time study was not so much about individual tasks as developing coherent bundles of operations that could be paced collectively. Insofar as an individual operation was timed, it was to understand its relationship within a bundle of operations. During this experimental period Ford engineers learned to shift number and types of workers between different stations to see the impact on overall flows. For example, faster workers were placed at workstations early in the process in order to create bottlenecks. Otherwise, faster workers were placed at the final stages of a line to avoid unbalancing production flows. Here the aim was to understand the dynamics of the line, the relationships between tasks, labour, materials and speed. In River Rouge, by contrast, the same tactics were used not for experimental purposes but to pace production (Mathewson 1931) .
Although there was no manual for how to develop or install an assembly line, the process in Ford involved much more than trial and error. By late 1913 Ford engineers had developed a series of conventions that allowed them to spread the logic of the assembly line throughout the factory. This process also provided a guide for how to ramp up production. By reducing the problem to one of simple calculations, installing the line became a practical matter of measurement, comparison and adjustment rather than one of first principle. The optimal height of the assembly worker was calculated; shorter men were allocated to tasks that hooked them underneath the moving chasses on boards that permitted them to use both hands. For Ford, all bodies were partial; all bodies could be allocated on the assembly line, no matter how perfect, damaged or flawed. Calculating the moving assembly line involved calculating the body, or parts of it. The physicality of every man had to be integrated into mechanical production, not just subordinated to its relentless pace. There was more than an artisan's boast in William Klann's observation that 'we need eleven and onetenth man per car. That means everything: Foundry, Machine Shop, and all the assemblies. We had it all figured out.' 9 The fullest expression of Ford's making work and workers visible in real time and over the long run was the categorization of disabled labour. Ford's chief surgeon, J. E. Mead, informed a Red Cross conference on disability in 1919, that some 9563 employees 'were not up to the average physical standard': 'A fact of minor importance is that Ford employees are minus 1031 of their allotted number of fingers or thumbs.' 11 In turn, each assembly line task was graded according to its physical demands: some required real physical strength but '670 tasks were suitable for legless; 2637 tasks suitable for one-legged; 2 tasks suitable for armless; 715 tasks suitable for one-armed; 10 tasks suitable for blind.' 11 In all, Ford employed around 9563 'substandard men' on 14,000 tasks 'perfectly suited to the various types and conditions of these physically substandard men. The problem became clear and the solution simple. It was the rational adjustment of the two factors, the man and the job. ' 11 This fantastic, fantastical precision -realisticrepresentation of Model T production based on body parts, not 'whole' men had a double meaning (Seltzer 1992: 157) :
If from one point of view, such a factory projects a violent dismemberment of the natural body and an emptying out of human agency, from another it projects a transcendence of the natural body and the extension of human agency through the forms of technology that represent it.
Small-scale innovations to ancillary systems were also vital in increasing the visibility of each task and overall work flow. Ensuring that workstations were well defined and clearly maximized the worker's visibility meant that 'we could find the weak spot right away.' 12 Minimizing the distances between workstations not only reduced transportation time, it also increased the speed with which bottlenecks could be identified. Using small stock boxes and racks that held a specific number of components also increased the visibility of logistic flows, without the need for elaborate administrative controls that struggled to keep up with the pace of physical production (Lewis 1954) . These innovations cost very little and not only increased the pace of production but made individual tasks and sections of the labour process visible in new ways. These ancillary controls were neither necessary to nor dependent upon the moving assembly line (Raff 1991) . On the line, physical measurement was more important than accounting tallies. An experienced line worker or supervisor could see product flows; formal industrial engineering expertise was rendered unnecessary. Line imbalances and bottlenecks were not identified abstractly and after the fact, but in physical measures and in real time. The relative pace of component flows were made visible, and coordination and acceleration was a practical and physical, rather than abstract, task. Even for those foremen uncomfortable with stopwatch measurement, the physicality of the nascent assembly line clearly indicated which tasks required the most urgent reorganization.
The process of experimentation was followed by a set of conventions about how to refine and embed the assembly line in practice. Each installation of the assembly line followed an increasingly clear pattern: beginning from a slow-speed experimental phase in which parts were placed in sequence and moved by hand; through a series of iterations using experienced labour; and finally a trial period when the new line was tested. This final phase involved flooding the line with ancillary workers to ensure that there were no interruptions to component flows. Equally, supervision and inspection increased during this final phase. All of this was the tactic Ford managers used to uncover the intensity with which the line could operate. Once the line had bedded in then support and supervisory costs returned to the factory norm. Ford's internal accounting data logged hours against activities, not employment records or annualized data. Accounting categories of 'productive' and 'non-productive' were defined at the level of the task, were time-specific and did not refer to a type of labour contract. By 1912 at the latest, Ford foremen and their clerks categorized tasks and linked these to time-keepers' records to track the balance of 'productive' and 'non-productive' time and tasks in great detail.
There is little archival evidence about the production of knowledge by accountants and engineers. We know that both groups were involved in devising, timing and recording the gradual introduction of the moving assembly line. We know that the combination of practical and abstract knowledge extended beyond the workplace. A small group of Ford engineers and administrators would leave their families attending church service while they slipped away to the crypt to discuss factory reorganization. We also know that accounting data were used to evaluate these innovations. 13 It is difficult to evaluate the extent to which abstract accounting data informed shop floor decision-making and innovation. We can say with certainty that this was possible. The parallel system of shop floor control was based on physical measures, visible racks of components and, of course, line speed.
After the fall
Many of the oral testimonies of Ford employees, especially veterans of Highland Park's pioneering days, refract their stories through an image of a world that was lost. That is, from 1920 Henry Ford gradually withdrew from the day-to-day running of the plant, creating a vacuum that was occupied by a much more ruthless management and, indeed, by thugs and gangsters (Norwood 1996) . Henry Ford's withdrawal was inevitable given the enormity of River Rouge. Equally, there is a sense in which his personal disdain for bureaucracy also gutted the firm of the administrative systems that had been so important to the production innovations of 1913. We get a sense of this from Samuel Marquis, the pastor who was the architect of the Ford Sociological Department:
I cannot conceive of [Henry Ford] working contentedly and enthusiastically in any organisation, religious or secular, in which he is not the dominating spirit and majority shareholder. … If government was an absolute monarchy, a one-man affair, Henry Ford would be the logical man for the throne. 14 Ford was hit by a financial crisis in 1920, compounded by a legal suit from an important shareholder and major supplier, Dodge Brothers. Ford responded by dumping a large number of cars on its dealers and liquidating every asset possible. Henry Ford not only avoided ceding financial control to the banks, he also bought out several small shareholders and became the sole owner of virtually the complete corporate stock. Inside Ford, there was a massive efficiency drive. Clerical staff was halved, desks were sold, telephone extensions were ripped out, and administrative recordkeeping pared back to the essentials of production (Kuhn 1986; Selzer 1928) . This was a sudden, public and violent inauguration of a new factory regime, or, at least, the destruction of Ford's innovative administrative systems:
It was not long before I started to hear from the foreman. He stated what was going on in the shop. From the reports the big factory bosses were doing a good job in breaking up the office equipment out in the factory.
For Henry Ford (1924: 173): We cut our office forces in halves and offered the office workers better jobs in the shops. Most of them took the jobs. We abolished every order blank that did not directly aid in the production of a car. We had been collecting tons of statistics because they were interesting. But statistics will not construct an automobile -so out they went.
William Knudsen, one of Ford's lieutenants, was central to clearing out 'all nonessentials' from the plants (Beasley 1947: 62 ). Ford's entire statistical department was eliminated; accounting and administrative departments and processes merged and simplified (Nevins and Hill 1957; Sward 1948) . The forms of knowledge that were created, accumulated and analysed in Highland Park were now discredited and disbanded. The detailed records that had enabled the reliable flow of material and labour to the production process were eliminated. Standardized racks of components produced physical controls that obviated the need for administrative processes. Inside River Rouge, the assembly line was vital in labour pacing. But the line did not produce a form of mechanical, impersonal control. Quite the reverse: the success of the line hinged upon the constant personal intervention of supervisors. Face-to-face confrontation drove labour on the line. Technical control did not displace personal control: supervisors drove the line.
The radical simplification of the management information systems left only one performance measure inside River Rouge: time. Every superintendent was assigned cost clerks who maintained local records as well as providing standardized information for central administration. There was none of the administrative sophistication and innovation that characterized the pre-1920 period. One departmental cost clerk recalled that 'a considerable amount of time was spent on holding down the cost and minutes. We knew that if we saved minutes, we saved dollars.' Similarly, time study was no longer an analytical device used to understand the inter-relationship between tasks in a given area. In River Rouge, time study was typically based on short observations -between five and 10 minutes -immediately after some alteration in process. Time study was also used to pressurize operational management: hourly reports were produced on any foreman struggling to control his area. For instance, Abner Shutt, the everyman 'hero' of Sinclair's (1969: 69) fictionalized version of Ford, The Flivver King, was devastated by his demotion from foreman back to the line. Where time study had been a conceptual device in Highland Park, in River Rouge it had an exclusively disciplinary purpose: 'these were strictly shortages and trouble reports.' 16 As a foreman, the only type of record I had to keep was to make out a time sheet and put down the number of men and the number of blocks produced on the shift. It was just production and men; it was a man-hour count. That was the only thing we turned in in the way of reports. 17 These reports were not -could not -be used for anything more than the crudest analysis, particularly comparisons between foremen to generate pressure and competition.
Labour hours per car were driven down from 1920 to the end of Model T production in 1927. Understandably, these were modest reductions since the Ford production system was now mature. Later labour savings owed something to incremental improvements in product design but much more to speeding up the line and driving labour. From 1920 Ford became notorious for its harsh, arbitrary supervision. The supervisory role was stripped of all discretion, record keeping or technical decision-making. Line-pacing was important but this was complemented by confrontational, physically threatening supervision. In River Rouge supervisors were also exposed to harsh management. Harry Bennett, one of Henry Ford's most trusted lieutenants, was a pivotal figure in enforcing Ford's system of petty tyranny and violence. Bennett ran the 'Service Department', Ford's internal police force. At some moments, the 'Service' employed up to 10 per cent of Ford's total workforce. The majority of Service men were boxers and athletes, parolees released to Bennett's personal supervision, and others seconded from criminal gangs. These men patrolled the shop floor and had the power to physically confront any foreman. Productivity gains were squeezed out of the line by driving and a system of terror that thrived on its unpredictability as much as its episodic violence (Coopey and McKinlay 2010) . Ford 'Service' was paralleled by a web of anonymous 'spotters' who were their eyes and ears inside River Rouge. It is impossible to read accounts of the watchfulness, the arbitrary decision-making and systematic violence within River Rouge and not be struck by Foucault's notions of 'sovereign' and 'disciplinary' power:
No one was big enough or little enough to feel he was exempt from these spotters. So the haunting fear that their movement was being watched was present in the minds of all.
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Conclusion
Foucault encourages us to ask fresh questions about topics that have otherwise been exhausted. The conventional questions of business history -competitiveness, the long-run development of corporate structure or the adequacy of decision and decision-makers, hold little or no interest for Foucault. Rather, he asks us to enquire about how these regimes of power and knowledge were imagined and realized. What were the practices of power; not just which strategies were pursued. By focusing on practices, especially administrative routines, we can avoid searching for simplistic truths about market signals, executive strategy and organizational structure. We need to understand Highland Park as the place and 1913-14 as the moment when mass production was made and understood. Highland Park was a factory and a laboratory. Ford's administrative innovations were vital preconditions of and essential to the process of inventing, understanding and installing mass production. Understanding mass production was both a practical and an abstract project; each dimension was essential and necessary for the other. Accounting was not simply a record of the results of managerial decisions but integral to management decision-making. The capacity of Ford's administrative systems -from sales through labour and materials -to generate analytical categories made mass production possible. In the Ford case, we can avoid the trap of ascribing all aspects of the River Rouge to the personality of Henry Ford; an obsession for control and a ruthlessness that was freed from any constraint after he achieved complete ownership in 1920-1. In River Rouge there was a system of terror. After all, Harry Bennett had to hire, deploy, pay and use the muscle recruited through the parole boards and his gangland networks. Equally, there was more to the Ford regime than hired thugs -this was used not just to terrorize assembly workers but to unsettle, if not to usurp, supervisory authority. Ford made and unmade the 'disciplinary' regime of Highland Park and replaced it with a system of 'monarchic' power, a system that deliberately stripped out administrative knowledge of production and labour. Elaborate administrative systems were vital to Ford's understanding and development of the assembly line. These were paralleled by Ford's Sociological Department with its huge capacity to gather and analyse data about all aspects of its employees' lives. All of this was swept away in a few days in 1920. No doubt a cash crisis was the trigger for this. 1920 represented the moment at which power and knowledge were separated in Ford. The innovative systems of power/knowledge so painstakingly constructed between 1908 and 1917 were replaced by a hybrid in which Henry Ford's monarchic power ebbed away as he withdrew from day-to-day factory management. In the resulting vacuum, a highly organized but crude form of gangsterism ruled the factory through threats and violence. This was a system of power without knowledge that was to remain largely intact until 1941. Governmentality is never irreversible.
